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We report unusual effects of nonmagnetic impurities on the spin-triplet superconductor Sr2RuO4. The
substitution of nonmagnetic Ti41 for Ru41 induces localized-moment magnetism characterized by unexpected
Ising anisotropy with the easy axis along the interlayerc direction. Furthermore, forx(Ti)>0.03 magnetic
ordering occurs in the metallic state with the remnant magnetization along thec axis. We argue that the
localized moments are induced in the Ru41 and/or oxygen ions surrounding Ti41 and that the ordering is due
to their interaction mediated by itinerant Ru-4d electrons with strong spin fluctuations.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.180504 PACS number~s!: 74.70.2b, 74.62.Dh

The symmetry of unconventional superconductivity in
Sr2RuO4 with Tc51.5 K has recently been identified as spin
triplet.1–3 The initial theoretical insight into the pairing sym-
metry in Sr2RuO4 was based on the similarity of its Fermi-
liquid properties to those of liquid3He and of the ferromag-
netic relative compound SrRuO3.4 Accordingly, it may seem
that ferromagnetic spin fluctuation is the main origin of spin-
triplet pairing. The investigation of the magnetic fluctuation
spectrum by inelastic neutron scattering,5 however, revealed
a strong susceptibility peak at incommensurate wave number
q5Qic>(2p/3a,2p/3a,0), which is attributable to nesting
between two of the three Fermi-surface sheets.6 Neverthe-
less, there is an important second component in the spin
fluctuation spectrum: strongly enhanced paramagnetism ex-
tending in a wideq range, which is attributable to the corre-
lation in the other Fermi-surface sheet.7 Thus the roles of
these band-specific spin fluctuations in the superconducting
symmetry and mechanism are a subject of active theoretical
investigations.8,9

In addition to metallic SrRuO3 with ferromagnetic order-
ing below Tc5160 K,10 another relative compound
Sr3Ru2O7 has recently been shown to order ferromagneti-
cally below Tc5100 K under pressure.11 Therefore, it may
be possible to induce magnetic ordering also in Sr2RuO4 by
appropriate modification of the compound. In fact, low-
temperature transport properties of Sr2RuO4 under pressure
suggest an important change in the electronic state above 1.5
GPa , although its details have not been clarified at present.12

The characterization of the magnetic ordering, if induced,
will add important information on the spin fluctuation.

Impurity ions substituting Cu have extensively been used
as powerful probes to reveal the unconventional properties of
high-Tc cuprates.13 In particular, nonmagnetic Zn21 is found
to induce local moments and suppressTc severely.14–16Here
we report a corresponding remarkable effect of nonmagnetic
impurities for Ru in Sr2RuO4. We select Ti41 (3d0), a
closed-shell ion withoutd electrons, as a nonmagnetic impu-
rity because it has the same oxidation number and coordina-
tion number as Ru41 (4d4), as well as a very similar ionic
radius. In fact, the compound Sr2TiO4 is isostructural to

Sr2RuO4 with very similar lattice parameters: the basal pa-
rametera is longer by merely 0.4% and the interlayer param-
eterc is shorter by 1.0% than those of Sr2RuO4. We found
that the nonmagnetic impurity induces a localized moment
characterized by strong Ising anisotropy with the easy axis
parallel to the interlayerc axis. Furthermore, we found that
the magnetic ordering is induced while retaining the metallic
state.

We used single crystals of Sr2Ru12xTixO4 (0,x,0.25)
grown by a floating zone method with an infrared image
furnace~NEC Machinery, model SC-E15HD!. To prepare a
feed rod to be melted for the crystal growth, a mixture of
SrCO3, RuO2, and TiO2 powders with the molar ratio of
2:(1.152x):x were reacted at 1250 °C for 24–48 h. For
higher x, Sr2TiO4 was first synthesized and mixed with
SrCO3 and RuO2. The excess Ru is to compensate for the
active sublimation of RuO2 during the crystal growth. The
single phase of the K2NiF4-type tetragonal cell was con-
firmed by x-ray diffraction measurements on powdered crys-
tals. The lattice parametera increases andc decreases sys-
tematically withx at the rate ofda/dx50.15% anddc/dx
521.9% for 0<x<0.09, consistent with the expected ten-
dency for the Ru-Ti substitution. The high-resolution elec-
tron probe microanalysis~EPMA! revealed that the analyzed
concentrationxa is related with the nominalx by xa50.95x
for x up to 0.09.17 All these clearly indicate that Ti is well
substituted for Ru in the structure of Sr2RuO4. This is in
sharp contrast with the Al doping case, in which the analyzed
concentration is always much lower than the nominal one.
We deduce that the trivalent Al ions are mainly introduced as
lattice defects or interstitials, rather than directly replacing
Ru, and their magnetic properties are quite different from
those of Ti ions.18 Nevertheless both kinds of impurities
cause extremely strong depairing: withx(Ti) 50.001, the
lowestx investigated in the present study, the superconduc-
tivity is already suppressed below 0.3 K, consistent with ex-
treme sensitivity ofTc to impurities and defects.18,19

The dc magnetization and ac magnetic susceptibility were
measured using a superconducting quantum interference de-
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vice magnetometer~Quantum Design, model MPMS!. Fig-
ure 1 shows dc magnetizationM /H at H510 kOe. The nor-
mal state of pure Sr2RuO4 shows almost isotropic
magnetization with weak temperature dependence, character-
ized by enhanced Pauli paramagnetism due to hybridized
Ru41 and O22 electrons.20 In contrast, insulating Sr2TiO4
shows a negative value at high temperatures representing the
diamagnetism of the ion cores. At low temperatures, a weak
Curie term attributable to impurity ions is visible. When
Ti41 is introduced in Sr2RuO4, however, the magnetization
becomes greater than those of both end members. It shows a
growing Curie-Weiss-like term with increasingx, indicating
that the localized moments are induced by the substitution of
nonmagnetic Ti41 for Ru41. The effective magnetic moment
peff estimated from the Curie-Weiss fitting between 150 and
300 K is somewhat smaller than 0.5mB /Ti for 0,x,0.25.
As shown in Fig. 1, the induced moment exhibits strong
Ising anisotropy with the easy axis along thec axis. This
anisotropy was quite unexpected considering that the magne-
tization of Sr2RuO4 and Ca22xSrxRuO4 with x close to 2 is
nearly isotropic21 and that the moments in the antiferromag-
netic ground state of the relative Mott insulator Ca2RuO4 are
lying in the ab plane.22

As the main feature in Fig. 1~a!, magnetic ordering is
induced forx>0.03. WithH parallel to thec axis hysteresis
occurs between zero-field-cooled~ZFC! and field-cooled
~FC! magnetization forx>0.03, and a peak appears in the
ZFC magnetization atTp . To confirm the onset of magnetic

order, we performedM -H sequences with the results shown
in the inset of Fig. 2. At each temperature, the crystal (x
50.09) was first cooled from 20 K in zero field~bottom!.
The field was then increased to 50 kOe~top! to allow the
magnetization to develop, and subsequently decreased to
zero again~middle!. The remnant magnetization obtained in
this sequence clearly disappears aboveTmag514.5 K, indi-
cating the magnetic ordering below this temperature. Thus,
althoughTp512.5 K somewhat underestimates the ordering
temperature, it serves as a good measure of it. As shown in
Fig. 3, Tp increases linearly withx for 0.03<x<0.09 and
tends to saturate beyondx.0.1.

With H parallel to theab plane, there is no corresponding
reduction or hysteresis in theM /H-vs-T curves. Further-

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the magnetization of
Sr2Ru12xTixO4 with the applied field~a! parallel to thec axis and
~b! parallel to theab plane. ZFC and FC denote zero-field-cooled
and field-cooled data. Note that the scales of the figures differ by a
factor of 2.

FIG. 2. Inset: Temperature dependence of the remnant magne-
tization M rem of Sr2Ru12xTixO4 (x50.09) with the applied field
parallel to thec axis. After zero field cooling at each temperature
~bottom!, the field was increased to 50 kOe~top!. The remnant
magnetization was measured 2 min after the field was decreased to
zero~middle!. A small, temperature-independent contribution of ca.
0.032mB /Ti, identified as the contribution from the SrRuO3 impu-
rity, has been subtracted. Main frame: Relaxation of the remnant
magnetization,DM5M rem(t)2M rem(t0), for which M rem(t0) is
shown in the inset asM rem.

FIG. 3. Phase diagram of Sr2Ru12xTixO4 with the applied field
of m0H510 kOe. The open circles indicate that no peak of ZFC
magnetization is seen atT.1.8 K. The dotted line is a guide
to the eye.
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more, magnetization withHiab exhibits no in-plane anisot-
ropy at 1.82300 K for x50.09, indicating the absence of an
easy axis in the plane. The ac susceptibility also clearly
shows the Ising anisotropy. Therefore, we conclude that the
moment points in thec direction in the ordered state. The
moments reside most probably on Ru41 ions, which sur-
round randomly distributed Ti41. But they may partially re-
side on the neighboring O22 ions as well.

As shown in Fig. 2, the remnant magnetization exhibits a
very slow relaxation with the lnt dependence, characteristic
of a glassy state. The magnitudes of bothDM andM rem are
peaked at 5–7 K and suggest at least a quantitative change at
lower-temperatures in the ordered state. To further character-
ize this low-temperature behavior, investigations by neutron
scattering and NMR may be useful.

The field and frequency dependence of the ordering is
also consistent with the spin-glass formation. The magneti-
zation in a wider range of fields~10 Oe,H,50 kOe! shows
that with decreasing field the peak of ZFC magnetization
becomes sharper andTp increases. The peak temperature in
the ac susceptibility weakly increases with increasing fre-
quency~1–100 Hz!. As we will show below, the in-plane
conduction is maintained in the ordered phase. Moreover, the
interlayer transport is respectably maintained, although
weakly nonmetallic: the resistivity value at 4.2 K is two or-
ders of magnitude smaller than that of the spin-glass phase of
the high-Tc cuprate La22xSrxCuO4 with x50.04.23 Thus the
magnetism of the present system is consistent with Ising spin
glass formed by Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida~RKKY !-
type interaction among localized moments.

In contrast with the clear Ising anisotropy at low tempera-
tures, the increase in the magnetization at 300 K is precisely
isotropic: d(M /H)/dx51.0531023 emu/mol for bothHic
and Hiab. Since the number ofd electrons per mol de-
creases with increasingx, this indicates that the Pauli com-
ponent arising from itinerant electrons is also enhanced with
x, implying an approach to Fermi surface instability.

Electrical resistivityr(T) was measured down to 4.2 K
by a standard dc four-probe method. As shown in Fig. 4~a!,
the interlayer resistivityrc of pure Sr2RuO4 shows metallic
behavior below 130 K and nonmetallicdrc /dT,0 at higher
temperatures. The metal-nonmetal crossover temperature~at
which drc /dT50) decreases with increasingx. The appear-
ance of the low-temperature upturn corresponds to the value
of rc exceeding 30–40 mV cm. In contrast, the in-plane re-
sistivity rab retains metallic conduction at high temperatures
at least up tox50.09. Figure 4~b! shows thex dependence of
rab(T), which suggests that Ti impurities can be treated as
strong potential scatterers, while they do not seriously affect
the inelastic part. A metal-insulator transition is expected to
occur if the universal value to sustain two-dimensional me-
tallic conductionh/4e256.5 kV/square per RuO2 plane is
exceeded. This value corresponds torab(0)>400 mV cm
for Sr2RuO4, and is not reached forx<0.09. The tempera-
ture of the minimum inrab neither corresponds to the mag-
netic ordering.

Let us discuss now why the moments induced by Ti41

exhibit strong Ising anisotropy. Since the Pauli component
remains isotropic, the induced Curie-Weiss component is as-

cribable to the local moments. For a localized state, the clus-
ter calculation of the atomic orbits of RuO6 indicates that the
orbital moment aligns along thec axis if the RuO6 octahe-
dron is undistorted or elongated along thec direction, while
it is in the plane if the octahedron is flattened.24 In the pres-
ence of the interaction of the atomic orbits with spins, this
explains why the moments in the Mott insulator Ca2RuO4
with flattened octahedra lie in theab plane. Since the octa-
hedron is elongated in the present system, the Ising anisot-
ropy along thec axis is reasonable as long as the localized
picture applies.

The magnitude of the induced local moment,peff
&0.5mB per Ti, is substantially smaller than the 2.82mB ex-
pected for the localized moment of Ru41 in the low-spin
configuration withS51. Besides, there are four Ru sites
adjacent to each Ti in the RuO2 plane. Such small moment is
also induced by Zn21 in the cuprates:;0.8mB in the under-
doped region and;0.2mB in the highly doped region.16

These small moments may be due to the partially itinerant
character of thed electrons of Ru and Cu. In the present case,
one of the three t2g orbitals of the Ru41 ion in the Ru-O-Ti
units does not involve bonding to the Ti site. Thus, such an
orbital should be relatively unaffected by the absence of the
d electron at the Ti site and retain itinerant character.

In the cuprates,magneticions such as Ni21 are known to
exhibit smaller moments as well as a weaker depairing effect
than nonmagnetic ions.14 A suitable magnetic impurity ion
for Sr2RuO4 is Ir41 (5d5). According to the report on poly-
crystalline Sr2(Ru, Ir)O4, the Pauli component of the suscep-
tibility decreases with slight Ir substitution and the Curie
moment is induced withpeff;0.3mB /f.u. at x(Ir) 50.1, cor-
responding to a large value:;3mB /Ir.25 Considering the
strong anisotropy found with Ti substitution, it is well worth
repeating the investigation with single crystals.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of~a! the interlayer and~b! the
in-plane resistivity of Sr2Ru12xTixO4.
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Concerning the origin of the magnetic ordering, we dis-
cussed why it is ascribable to the spin glass formation of the
induced moments by RKKY-type interaction. Here, it should
be noted that the itinerant electron system mediating the in-
teraction has a stronglyq-dependent susceptibility, especially
a strong peak atq5Qic . A recent tight-binding calculation
including the spin-orbit interaction suggests that the suscep-
tibility at Qic has an enhanced component along thec axis.26

The characteristic length corresponding toQic is l ic

>3a/A250.82 nm. This is to be compared with the mean
Ti-Ti distancedab within the plane,dab5a/Ax on the as-
sumption of random distribution of Ti ions. The threshold
concentration for the magnetic ordering,xc>0.025, corre-
sponds tod56.3a, three times longer thanl ic . We have not
observed any indication that the magnetic phase becomes
particularly stable at a special concentration, possibly related
to l ic . We also note that the incommensurate antiferromag-
netic ordering alone cannot explain the remnant moment,
because the observed tetragonal structure~confirmed by neu-
tron scattering at low temperatures27! does not allow a ferro-

magnetic component associated with spin canting. Neverthe-
less, it is quite important to investigate how the spin
fluctuation atQic is modified by the Ti substitution and by
the resulting magnetic ordering at low temperatures.

In conclusion, we have shown that nonmagnetic impuri-
ties on the Ru site serve as a very effective probe of spin
fluctuation in Sr2RuO4. Although the nonmagnetic impuri-
ties in both Sr2RuO4 and high-Tc cuprates induce local mo-
ments and severely suppressTc , the anisotropy of the in-
duced moments as well as their interaction appear
substantially different, and result in the magnetic ordering in
Sr2RuO4.
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